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man is glad to be useful to his neighbour. If the
borrower makes repayment immediately and states the
equation of exchange explicitly, the lender will be
offended. " We are not outsiders to each other," they
will say. In case extra labour is needed on the farm,
relatives living nearby will come to help without pay-
ment ; so will neighbours on ceremonial occasions
(VI-z). Mutual accommodation and services between
relatives and neighbours are balanced out in the long
run. Exchange on the basis of definite and calculated
equivalence tends to diminish in proportion to the
intimacy of social relationships.
The making of gifts may be considered as another
type of exchange. This is not a result of specialization
of production. Even relatives who are engaged in
different occupations do not present their special pro-
duce as gifts. The type of. objects used for formal
gifts is prescribed by customs and consists mostly of
food, besides offerings of cash on ceremonial occasions,
The food offered as gifts is either. bought from the
market, such as ham and sweets sent at the end of the
year, or produced by the people themselves such as
special kinds of triangular-shaped rice pudding sent
at the festival of Tuan Yang (IX~3). The receiver
makes the same type of pudding and buys similar
objects to offer to his relatives in return. This type of
transfer of goods is significant not in making up mutual
deficiency but in strengthening social ties.
From the foregoing analysis, it will be seen that
social obligations, mutual accommodations and gift-
making are not sufficient to enable a household in the
village to secure all the daily necessities which it does
not itself produce. Of goods consumed, those pro-
duced by the consumers are less than one-third of the

